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Beautifully illustrated book tells of the historic chapel less than 100 yards from the Twin Towers that

miraculously survived on 9-11. Firemen hung their shoes on the fence and raced to help the people

in the towers: Oh what gallant men did we lose/Who never came back to get their shoes. The story

of terror overcome by courage and bravery that teaches us no one is too small to make a difference.
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The Little Chapel that Stood was declared an historic artifact by Duquesne University so it could be

the subject of a doctoral program....faces the tragedy square on... manages...to bring children

through the tragedy to see the courage and hope...how good can come from bad. (San Diego

Union-Tribune)Colorful and moving...how good things can come from bad things...how the power of

people working together can turn sorrow into hope. (Daily Breeze Newspaper, Torrance,

CA)Inspiring Book... It gave me a much better insight into 9-11...brought a tear to my eye. Thank

you A. B. Curtiss. (Sheila Pierri, .com)A must-read for anyone struggling to come to terms with the

horror of 9/11, especially our younger more tender spirits. (Matt P. .com)easy way to discuss

something difficult with my young nieces and nephews... informative and inspiring...What a gem!

(Barbara Bloch, Nashville, .com)Beautiful and touching.This book is physically beautiful. It's spirit is

uplifting. (Judith Hand, San Diego, CA USA)Hope amid devastationâ€¦beautiful memorial of hope for

children and adults. (W.Belmont, Rancho Bernardo, CA)



A. B. Curtiss is a poet and essayist whose work has appeared in The NY Times, The Boston Globe,

and USA Today. She has won a Benjamin Franklin Award and a San Diego Book Award.A. B.

Curtiss is a board-certified cognitive behavioral therapist, a certified hypnotist, a licensed family and

child therapist in the State of California, and an imaginative story-teller in elementary schools.A. B.

Curtiss speaks to elementary schools about creative imagination. She also gives lectures and

seminars on Directed Thinking, a system she created as a practicing psychotherapist to combat

depression without drugs. She resides in Escondido, CA.

Many parents of children (too young to remember the events of the day) struggle knowing how to

talk to their kids about 9/11... or whether to at all. The Little Chapel That Stood is one answer to this

very common dilemma.The Plot:St. Paul's Chapel is a tiny historic chapel built in 1766, but it

probably only seemed tiny because it was situated next to the World Trade Center. This is a place -

made of "bricks and God" -- that has seen some very historic, and nation-defining, moments. For

example, after George Washington was inaugurated the first president, he walked down Broadway

to this church to pray for the new nation; Alexander Hamilton is buried in the churchyard nearby. On

September 11, St. Paul's became a make-shift service area for firemen and policemen trying to

save the victims.Some lines in the book refers to the firefighters who hung their shoes on the old

iron fence as they"Pulled on their boots and raced to the Towers,Climbing melting steel to flaming

showers.Oh, what gallant men did we loseWho never came back to get their shoes."The title of the

book, "The Little Chapel That Stood" refers to the fact that -- at the end of that awful day -- not a

single pane of glass had been broken from that little Manhattan church.The Bottom Line:This book

broaches the subject of the terrorist attacks in an honest manner, while avoiding unnecessary

sentimentality. And the conclusion is realistically hopeful. We aren't left to falsely believe that all evil

in the world has been vanquished, based on the survival of this little building. However, in the midst

of sadness and absolute evil - something good transpired. People gathered, steeled their nerves,

and did the unthinkable -- they went inside the burning buildings to try to save as many as

possible.For Mom and Dad To Consider:Many of you, as you sat transfixed in front of the television,

made a conscious decision to shelter your children from the horrors of the day. But so many years

later, do we still have the same tactics? Do we cry openly about this tragedy? Do we act like this

anniversary is too complicated to talk about, considering the consequent wars and politics that -

frankly - we don't quite understand? How do we teach our children that evil exists, while also

providing hope and security in the midst of it?If you haven't already, this year might be the time to



break your silence on the subject. Number one, things are generally less scary when they are dealt

with openly and honestly. Number two, our children need to understand the truth about our history

and how their lives might play into the next chapter of the story.To Talk to Your Kids About:You are

not going to have all the answers, but your kids will be exposed to this historical event at school, on

the endless news cycles, or in conversations... so you might as well get talking.First, try to gauge

how much they already know about that happened that day. Gently ask questions to determine

where you should start.Second, talk to them whether it is important to remembering bad events.

Why would we want to talk about this day?Thirdly, talk to them about history in general. The Wall

Street Journal, in reviewing A Patriot's History of the United States, wrote, "History is in part a tale of

grand passions and great ideas - of conflict, politics, and war - but it can also be a quieter chronicle

of particular people following their own sense of purpose or, to use an old fashioned word,

virtue."On 9/11, the choices of thousands of individuals were brought into the bright light of history.

How did the choices of the terrorists affect the world that day? How did the choices of the firefighters

affect us?Sometimes you don't have time to really deliberate over a decision -- and the choices you

make are the ones that come from the heart. How did the police officers and the firefighters make

such courageous decisions, even though they were forced to make them so quickly? What kind of

thoughts and virtue prepared them for the role they played that day?How can we be people of virtue

and courage?(originally published at [...])

Hands down the best book ever written about 9/11. This poem/book are appropriate for grade levels

4-10 depending on accompanying activities and paired text.

I read this every 9/11 so my family will never forget. Students love it.

I visited St. Paul's this summer and was very moved by the story of this little church that did so

much for people after the attacks on the World Trade Centers. I was thrilled to find this book about

the church. Wonderful message of hope during a tragic time!

This book is great to read to the class. All the students loved it. It is about the WTC that collapsed

but from a different view. It definitely gives a lot of information but in a soft way. It does not give

intricate details just the gist of what happened.

This is new information for me and I am impressed that a little chapel with stood that horrific



incident. It confirms my religious belief.

It is very hard to understand what happened on September 11 for adults. And even harder for

children. This books puts it in perspective for everyone.

Great resource.
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